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Interpon introduces 8 ‘Bright’ new vibrant colors to the D1000 stock range, reflecting the themes and trends of today’s market. Engineered to provide superior application performance and specifically formulated for exterior use, Interpon’s ‘Bright’ range is highly fade-resistant and is ideal for use in high UV exposure environments. Suitable for both aluminium and steel applications, every project deserves a bright future!

8 New Bright Colors

- **Jaybird GJ174A**  
A deep royal blue in satin finish.

- **Bondi Blue GJ045A**  
A vivid sky blue in high gloss.

- **Shamrock GK043A**  
Deep grass green in high gloss.

- **Viper Green GK051A**  
Vibrant ‘make a statement’ green in high gloss.

- **Lycra Strip GK063A**  
Fluorescent candy green in high gloss.

- **Brilliant Yellow GE087A**  
A high intensity yellow in high gloss.

- **Sensation GF049A**  
A slightly burnt orange in high gloss.

- **Lobster GG155A**  
A deep vibrant red in satin finish.

Colors displayed on this card are a guide only. We recommend that you use production line prepared samples for final color selection or approval.

Key Features and Benefits

- 10 year Performance Warranties available
- Proven durability in harsh UV environments
- Specifically formulated for exterior applications
- High fade resistance
- Outstanding color fastness
- Superior damage resistance
- Higher transfer efficiency during applications
- Australian-made
- Provides a dramatic visual aesthetic
- Exceeds AAMA2603
- Meets AS3715
- BCA Class 1 & 10

Where fade resistance is important

- Public parks
- Outdoor playgrounds
- Security screens
- Fences
- Outdoor furniture
- Residential windows and doors
- Louvre systems
- Privacy screens
- Light boxes
- Electrical boxes
- Sign posts

Find Out More

Contact your local Interpon representative or call our Interpon Customer Care team for more information and samples.